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Letter of Welcome by the Chairs
Dear delegates,
we warmly welcome you to the 2019 GöMUN DISEC committee. MUNs are a wonderful
experience! If you’re a first-timer, be told, you’re in for a treat. If you’re not, then you must agree,
because why else would you be here? MUNs are a great opportunity to make new friends and
train your debating and negotiating skills. We would like to encourage all of you, in particular
first-timers, to heavily engage in the process. It can be very challenging at first, but that is
natural. And it won’t necessarily become easier immediately after that. But slowly and steadily,
bit by bit, you will learn the necessary skills, which will also help you later in life. Learning is
fun and competing is fun, which makes MUNs so exciting. We hope you have a fantastic time
with your fellow delegates and us and make lots of new friends. Some of our fondest memories
are from MUNs and we hope to add new ones in Göttingen.
We are Tobias Hinderks and Christopher Lieberum and we will be your chairs for this
conference. Coincidentally, it will be the 13th conference for both of us and we also have some
experience in chairing, so hopefully we will be able to avert chaos!
We have two interesting topics that we would like to explore with you. We hope our study guide
will give you some orientation when you are doing your research. We strongly recommend you
prepare well enough in advance. We included suggestions for further reading for your
convenience.
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to ask us! This applies both to the time before and
during the conference. We will be happy to help any way we can!
We look forward to meeting all of you soon!
Tobias & Christopher
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Committee Overview
The Disarmament and International Security Committee (DISEC) is one of the six main
committees of the United Nations General Assembly; every member nation has a mandate in
this respective committee, so technically 193 nations could be present to its sessions1 – even
though we’ll focus on 25 nations at GöMUN 2019.
It was deployed during a Special Session of the General Assembly in 1978 only to deal with
disarmament and related international security questions2. Issues that havebeen allocated to
DISEC since are the seven thematic clusters of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

nuclear weapons,
other weapons of mass destruction,
outer space (disarmament aspects),
conventional weapons,
regional disarmament and international security,
other disarmament measures and
disarmament machinery.3

DISEC works in close cooperation with the Conference of Disarmament, a Geneva-based
forum of 65 nations committed to deal with disarmament questions4, and the UN Disarmament
Commission, which is another subsidiary body of the General Assembly.5
It’s session usually takes place during the formal session of the General Assembly, starting at
the end of September until the end of October/the beginning of November. Sessions open with
a general debate of a duration of eight days followed by thematic discussions on each of the
above topics. During the annual session, 50-70 resolutions are usually adopted (even though,
we do not expect that many at GöMUN). Different from the other five main committees of the
General Assembly, DISEC is entitled to verbatim records coverage.6
Chairmen of each session rotate between the regional groups7, currently it’s held by Mr. Ion
Jinga from Romania for DISECs 73rd session.8

1
Permanent Mission of Switzerland to the United Nations, The GA Handbook – A practical guide to the
United Nations General Assembly, www.eda.admin.ch/dam/mission-new-york/en/documents/
UN_GA__Final.pdf, p. 69, retrieved 24.03.2019.
2
OC 117 of A/S-10/4.
3
Permanent Mission of Switzerland to the United Nations, The GA Handbook – A practical guide to the
United Nations General Assembly, www.eda.admin.ch/dam/mission-new-york/en/documents/
UN_GA__Final.pdf, pp. 69, retrieved 24.03.2019.
4
An
Introduction
to
the
Conference,
https://www.unog.ch/80256EE600585943/(httpPages)/BF18ABFEFE5D3 44DC1256F3100311CE9? ,
retrieved 24.03.2019.
5
Permanent Mission of Switzerland to the United Nations, The GA Handbook – A practical guide to the
United Nations General Assembly, www.eda.admin.ch/dam/mission-new-york/en/documents/
UN_GA__Final.pdf, p. 70, retrieved 24.03.2019.
6
Ibid., p. 70.
7
Ibid., p. 71.
8
Bureau of the 73rd Session, http://www.un.org/en/ga/first/73/bureau73.shtml, retrieved 24.03.2019.
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As DISEC is a subcommittee to the General Assembly the Rules of Procedure of the GA fully
apply. 9 This most importantly states that a simple majority decides all votes. 10 Usually,
resolutions and other decisions11 are adopted by consensus. However, if negotiations fail the
sponsor can either request action on the original document or on the negotiated text. In that
case, the document will be subject to a vote including possible changes by proposals or
amendments.12
Competencies of DISEC are limited. For one, it only deals with the above thematic clusters.
Further, as it is concerned with security issues, topics often may differ with the debates in the
United Nations Security Council. In such cases, DISEC (as a subcommittee of the GA) is not
allowed to make any recommendation regarding that dispute.13 Following the nature of the
establishing GA, DISEC is as well not allowed to take any legally binding decisions for the
member states. GA decisions more likely shall reflect the degree of intergovernmental
agreement, the evolution of political ideas and the state of global cooperation on a given
topic.14

9

Permanent Mission of Switzerland to the United Nations, The GA Handbook – A practical guide to the
United Nations General Assembly, www.eda.admin.ch/dam/mission-new-york/en/documents/
UN_GA__Final.pdf, p. 69, retrieved 24.03.2019.
10
Rule 85 of the GA RoP (A/520/Rev. 18)
11
That might be elections, procedural questions etc.; Permanent Mission of Switzerland to the United
Nations, The GA Handbook – A practical guide to the United Nations General Assembly,
www.eda.admin.ch/dam/mission-new-york/en/documents/
UN_GA__Final.pdf,
p. 53,
retrieved
24.03.2019.
12
Ibid., pp. 68.
13
Section 12 (1) of the UN Charta.
14
That might be elections, procedural questions etc.; Permanent Mission of Switzerland to the United
Nations, The GA Handbook – A practical guide to the United Nations General Assembly,
www.eda.admin.ch/dam/mission-new-york/en/documents/
UN_GA__Final.pdf,
p. 53,
retrieved
24.03.2019.
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Topic A Non-Proliferation of Cyber Weapons
Introduction
Cyber weapons already pose a great threat to human society. In our continuously
technologically progressing world, the threats posed by these weapons are rapidly increasing.
Stuxnet15 has already shown how politically impactful they can be.
Cyber security is so important, it has become one of NATO’s top priorities. In 2016 NATO
members pledged to ensure the Alliance keeps pace with the fast evolving cyber threat
landscape and that our nations will be capable of defending themselves in cyberspace as in
the air, on land and at sea.16
There is no international agreement on the proliferation of cyber weapons. To achieve long
term stability, it will be necessary to overcome many obstacles to come to a common solution.
Many are in favour of negotiating some form of International Cyberwar Convention (ICWC).
The topic is a bit technical, but it is manageable. Section 2 gives a brief overview of some
relevant technical terms. Section 3 starts with a brief motivation for using cyber weapons. Using
the example of Stuxnet17 it is illustrated, how cyber weapons could be used. The problems
surrounding creating a treaty on the non-proliferation of cyber weapons is discussed in section
4. An attempt to categorise countries based on their stance on the issue is presented in section
5. A list of adopted measures, possible measures and measures that should be reflected by
your resolution are given in sections 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Lastly, sections 10 and 9 give a
list of sources as well as a suggestion for further reading. Since a lot of this guide is based on
Eilstrup-Sangiovanni’s Why the World Needs an International Cyberwar Convention18, it is
highly recommended that you have a look at it.

Definitions
The list of terms is not exhaustive. Furthermore, it is important to note, that these terms are
not all strictly defined. This problem will become clearer in the following sections.
Botnet: A network of compromised computers, ‘the bots’, remotely controlled by an intruder,
‘the botherder’, used to conduct coordinated cyber operations or cyber crimes. There is no
practical limit on the number of bots that can be ‘recruited’ into a botnet.19
Cyber attack: A cyber attack is a cyber operation, whether offensive or defensive, that is
reasonably expected to cause injury or death to persons or damage or destruction to objects.20
Targeted attacks generally require great amounts of knowledge of their target for the design
of their cyber weapon. Untargeted attacks are unlikely to be successful in achieving their goal.

15

see section 3.2
NATO, Cyber Defence Pledge (2016)
17
section 3.2
18
2018
19
Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare (2013)
20
Ibid.
16
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Cyber warfare: The definition given by Eilstrup-Sangiovanni21 is deliberate and hostile use by
a state of a cyber weapon with the intention of causing injury or death to persons, and/or to
significantly disrupt, damage, or destroy another state’s strategic assets or critical national
infrastructure. It should be noted this definition does not include spying or use by non-state
entities. Furthermore, Cyber warfare should not be conflated with cyber war.
Cyber weapon: Malware used for (para-)military purposes.
Cyberspace: The environment formed by physical and non-physical components,
characterized by the use of computers and the electro-magnetic spectrum, to store, modify,
and exchange data using computer networks.22 Not to be confused with the Internet, as will
become clearer in the discussion of Stuxnet in section 3.2.
Denial of Service (DoS): The non-availability of computer resources to the intended or usual
customers of a computer service, normally as a result of a cyber operation.23
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS): A technique that employs two or more computers,
such as the bots of a botnet, to achieve a denial of service from a single or multiple targets.24
Exploit: Malware that takes advantage of a computer’s vulnerability. The vulnerability may be
caused by hardware or software design problems.
Internet: A global system of interconnected computer networks that use the standard internet
protocol suite.25
Logic Bomb: Malware that is designed to initiate a malicious sequence of actions if specified
conditions are met.26
Malicious Logic: Instructions and data that may be stored in software, firmware, or hardware
that is designed or intended adversely to affect the performance of a computer system. The
term ‘logic’ refers to any set of instructions, be they in hardware, firmware, or software,
executed by a computing device. Examples of malicious logic include Trojan horses, rootkits,
computer viruses, and computer worms. Firmware comprises a layer between software (i.e.,
applications and operating systems) and hardware and consists of low-level drivers that act as
an interface between hardware and software.
Malware: See ‘malicious logic’.27
Payload: Code that contains the malicious part of malware.

21

Why the World Needs an International Cyberwar Convention (2018), p. 382
Tallinn Manual
23
Ibid.
24
Ibid.
25
Ibid.
26
Ibid.
27
Ibid.
22
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Rootkit: Malware installed on a compromised computer that allows a cyber operator to
maintain privileged access to that computer and to conceal the cyber operator’s activities there
from other users of that or another computer.28
Software: The non-physical components of a computer system and of cyber infrastructure.
These components include programmes, applications, and related data.29
Spyware: Malware designed to collect information.
Trojan: Malware that is designed to appear as safe software.
Virus: Self-replicating, malicious code that attaches itself to an application program or other
executable system component and leaves no obvious signs of its presence.30
Worm: Malware that is able to copy itself from one computer to another, unlike a virus that
relies on embedding in another application in order to propagate itself from one computer to
another.31

Historical background
3.1 Cyber militarisation
Cyberspace itself is increasingly viewed by states as a military asset. Contemporary weapons
systems are often highly dependent on internet and communication technology (ICT)
infrastructure, and cyberspace therefore becomes a hotly con-tested military domain. The
importance of cyberspace as a military domain is evidenced by the US Department of Defense
(DOD) declaration that ’DOD will conduct kinetic missions to preserve freedom of action and
strategic advantage in cyberspace. Kinetic actions can be either offensive or defensive and
used in conjunction with other mission areas to achieve optimal military effects.’32

28

Ibid.
Ibid.
30
Ibid.
31
Ibid.
32
Eilstrup-Sangiovanni, Why the World Needs an International Cyberwar Convention (2018), p. 382
29
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Figure 1: Timeline of the Stuxnet attack on the Iranian nuclear enrichment facility in Natanz.33

3.2 Stuxnet
Stuxnet is the most prominent example of a cyber weapon. It is a worm that was supposedly
designed in a joined effort between the USA and Israel to weaken the Iranian nuclear program.
A feat it arguably achieved. Stuxnet was able to infect many Iranian industrial sites. Most
notably it gained control and most likely destroyed most of the centrifuges at Iran’s most
important uranium enrichment facility Natanz. A more detailed timeline of events is displayed
in figure 1.34
Several characteristics expected from military use of cyberspace can be observed from this
case. Stuxnet caused real damage. Physical damage was done which principally makes it
measurable. Furthermore, it was not necessary for the Natanz facility to be connected to the
Internet as Stuxnet was introduced via transportable hardware. It could have been carried in
by a spy or even just an unsuspecting worker. Lastly, the perpetrator apparently enjoyed
impunity due to the hardness of providing proof.

33
34

Kushner, The Real Story of Stuxnet (2013)
Ibid.
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4 Key issues
4.1 Defining cyber warfare
One of the main issues preventing states from taking action on cyber warfare is the lack of
clear definitions. Finding names and definitions for concepts is both a trivial and necessary
step in facilitating discussions on them. Furthermore, it is necessary to have reference systems
when taking action on events. In the case of cyber warfare, fundamental questions have not
yet been addressed. For instance, if non-state actors should be included, and where to set the
boundary between cyber weapons and cyber espionage systems.
Virtual attacks against high-profile political targets (such as government agencies or military
command structures) may have equally damaging effects if they succeed in disabling critical
infrastructure or undermine trust in a political system. Determining whether and when a virtual
attack crosses the threshold of being equivalent to a use of armed force in a conventional
sense is difficult and is presently one of the most hotly debated questions among international
lawyers. Yet, it is precisely this question (among others) on which international agreement is
needed if escalation of cyber conflict is to be avoided. Drawing that line in international law will
undoubtedly be very hard and require long and arduous negotiations with input from legal and
technical experts. For now, I will simply observe that drawing some kind of clear line that states
can orient themselves by is likely to be more important than where precisely the line is drawn.35

4.2 The best defence is a good offence
There is a common belief in regard to cyber warfare that the proverb the best defence is a
good offence applies. However, there are reasons to believe otherwise. 36 Arguments
supporting and opposing this belief are presented in the following.
4.2.1 Strategic reasons
The International relations (IR) theory points to four main strategic implications of offensive
dominance. First, when offense is strong relative to defense, it becomes imperative for states
to react quickly and resolutely to emerging threats, since even a small initial shift in the ratio of
capabilities can cause a decisive shift in actors’ ability to prevail in a conflict. In a cyber context,
the compulsion to act and react fast is further amplified by the changing vulnerability of most
cyber targets. Cyber weapons consist of complex software designed to exploit vulnerabilities
residing in other software, such as computer operations systems or industrial control systems.
Unlike most conventional targets, a given cyber target may therefore only be vulnerable - and
a cyber weapon aimed at that target only potentially effective - until the point at which a string
of code is fixed or the target is replaced. The implication, according to many cyber experts, is
that, if you do not act quickly, you may not be able to act at all.
A second implication of offensive advantage is to encourage arms racing. As Glaser and
Kaufman explain, when offense is strong, states are likely to find that equally sized forces are
inadequate to support a defensive strategy. Instead, they are likely to conclude that they
require a substantial lead in military force to defend against attacks. This triggers a dynamic of
35

Eilstrup-Sangiovanni, Why the World Needs an International Cyberwar Convention (2018), pp. 383384
36
Hughes
&
Colarik,
Predicting
the
Proliferation
of
Cyber
Weapons in Small States (2016), pp. 19-20; Eilstrup-Sangiovanni, Why the World Needs an
International Cyberwar Convention (2018), chapter 3
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competitive arms building, whereby even states that merely wish to defend the status quo
strive to build up their military arsenals at a faster pace than their competitors in order to secure
an adequate defense.
A third effect of offensive advantage is to increase rewards for striking first, thereby increasing
the probability of preemptive or preventive attacks. In the cyber domain, incentives to attack
enemies preemptively arise partly from the fact that actions in cyberspace move so fast that
they leave little time for targeted states to mount a defense. The motivation to strike first may
be further reinforced by the prospect of using carefully targeted cyber-strikes to neutralize an
enemy’s conventional defense systems and thereby limit its retaliatory capacity. Indeed, many
military strategists believe that preemptive strikes in the cyber domain are likely to bring
decisive advantages on the conventional battlefield.
Fourth, according to IR theory, when offense is strong relative to defense, the ability to deter
attacks (as opposed to seeking to defend against them) becomes vital. Logically, in a strategic
environment that is thought to favor offensive operations, the ability to deter aggressors hinges
crucially on the ability to signal or demonstrate superior offensive capabilities. Hence,
according to traditional offense/defense theory, the surest way to achieve effective strategic
cyber deterrence is to develop strong offensive capabilities, which promise crushing retaliation
against would-be attackers. To sum up, conventional IR theory points to four strategic
implications of cyber offensive advantage: (1) an emphasis on fast action, (2) a tendency
towards armsracing, (3) strong incentives for preemptive attacks, (4) a focus on boosting
deterrence through enhancing offensive capabilities.37

4.2.2 Dangers of bellicose diplomacy
A [...] danger associated with offensive advantage is that it encourages bellicose diplomacy.
According to Stephen van Evera, the Cult prior to WWI pushed states to adopt a highly
aggressive style of diplomacy, reliant on issuing ultimatums and threats rather than focusing
on negotiation. A similar tendency can be observed in today’s cyber domain. The US
International Strategy for Cyberspace issued in May 2011 declares that, ‘we reserve the right
to use all necessary means—diplomatic, informational, military, and economic...to defend our
Nation, our allies, our partners, and our interests.’ This implies a patent threat of escalation
from cyber conflict to kinetic warfare, where the USA has a strong lead over most potential
opponents. At the same time, perceived offensive advantage also prompts states to be more
secretive about their military capabilities and plans. As van Evera explains, during WWI, belief
in the ad- vantage of launching a first strike created incentives to conceal plans, demands, and
grievances to avoid setting off such a strike by enemies. A similar tendency to shroud military
plans in secrecy is visible in cyberspace, where concealment, stealth, and surprise are widely
seen as integral to cyber security (after all, many cyber weapons and tactics would immediately
lose their purpose if enemies knew of their concrete nature). This combination of bellicose and
secretive diplomacy increases risks of conflict due to miscalculation of others’ capabilities or
interests and raises the specter of inadvertent escalation from an accidental cyberattack to fullscale kinetic warfare through a sequence of semi- or full-automatic counter- attacks.

37

Eilstrup-Sangiovanni, Why the World Needs an International Cyberwar Convention (2018), pp. 384385
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To sum up, the Cult of the Cyber Offensive creates a volatile strategic environment with
significant risks of rapid crisis escalation. Some would argue that this is simply an inescapable
consequence of current technological developments. However, faith in the advantage of
offensive strategies turned out to be ill founded prior to WWI, and the misguided belief that
offense would prevail during war is judged by many historians to have contributed directly to
the outbreak of hostilities. A similar scenario may be unfolding in today’s cyber domain. As I
[argue], there are in fact good reasons to believe that defensive cyber security strategies will
prove stronger on balance than offensive ones. What is more, technology is rarely definitive in
determining strategic choices. Technological momentum may play a large role in stoking
current cyber conflict. Yet, as Salzman reminds us, most instances of military competition and
arms racing stem ultimately from political considerations and choices. It is therefore important
not to lose sight of how political choices—including efforts to develop institutionalized arms
control and conflict management—can alter the expected payoffs between offensive and
defensive strategies and thereby reduce conflict potential.38

4.2.3 International Cyberwar Convention
Political factors often favour defenders.39
When considering the benefits of an ICWC with respect to strengthening deterrence by
retaliation, it is important to appreciate that effective retaliatory deterrence need not rest on a
promise of immediate or massive reprisals. Rather, what is required is a credible promise that
attackers will be eventually identified and some form of punishment dispensed. By instituting
joint management and oversight over the process of attribution and reprisal, an ICWC would
serve to slow down the process of retaliation. This would have several benefits. First, a
lengthier and more systematic process of attribution and retaliation would reduce risks of
conflict escalation by leaving time for aggressors to either prove their innocence or agree to
voluntary compensation measures. Second, by introducing joint authorization of
countermeasures, an ICWC would lower the costs (both political and material) of retaliation,
thereby making retaliatory threats more credible. Joint authorization of countermeasures might
also encourage collective sanctions against transgressors and thereby introduce an element
of extended deterrence among parties to an ICWC. Third, international authorization of
reprisals would make it feasible to widen reprisals beyond narrow retaliation-in- kind (i.e., using
offensive cyber capabilities to strike back against an attacker’s information networks) to
encompass a wider range of punitive measures: diplomatic, economic, and (in cases of grave
assaults) military. Cross-domain retaliation is currently advocated by many cyber experts,
since political and economic instruments are less sensitive to revelation than Bin-kind
retaliation and may be more potent against adversaries that lack sophisticated information
networks to retaliate against.40

5 Blockpositions
It is important to note, that the terms large countries and small countries are relevant not
necessarily only in terms of absolute size, but also relative terms compared to their respective
geopolitical rivals. Countries may be assigned to more than one of the categories presented in
38

Ibid., pp. 387-388
Ibid., p. 386
40
Ibid., p. 398
39
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the following. Countries may be in favour of restricting only certain types of offensive cyber
activity.

5.1 Large countries
Large countries such as the US have large cyber offense units. Agreements on cyber warfare
may restrict their options without receiving much in return. For instance, in 2009, Russia
proposed to the UN that use of cyber weapons by states be preemptively banned. This
proposal was rejected by America.41
5.2 Small countries
Small countries usually don’t have the means to create military cyber units. However, it should
be noted, that an increasingly relevant factor in these choices is the escalating costs of military
platforms and perceptions that cyber warfare may provide a cheap and effective offensive
capability to exert strategic influence over geopolitical rivals.42
5.3 Developed countries
Developed countries have large amounts of technology reliant infrastructure. Furthermore,
public opinion in these countries generally favours international stability. For instance, all EU
countries are part of an effort of 64 countries to promote agreements on cyberspace.43
5.4 Undeveloped countries
Two main aspects are relevant for undeveloped countries. For one they are organised less
formally. A peculiar characteristic of Russian cyber offensive capabilities is the loose
connection between the government and hacktivists and criminal organizations. While any
direct connection or sponsorship is yet to be proven, this symbiotic relationship would have
reason to continue due to the ability of the government to maintain plausible deniability through
using proxy groups, thereby extending protections to such groups operating within the
government’s jurisdiction.44 This also applies in a lesser extent to many other countries such
as for instance China.
Furthermore, they have more to gain from espionage. A prominent example would be China.45
While espionage does not generally count as warfare, it does usually lead to economic
gains/damage.

6 Adopted Measures
No measures concerning the issue have been agreed upon yet.

6.1 The Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare
The Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare (2013) is the most
widely cited outcome of such discussions. This manual formulates a set of rules for how
existing international law - chiefly jus ad bellum, international humanitarian law (IHL) and laws
of state responsibility - apply in a cyber context. But while the Tallinn Manual provides a useful
41

Ibid.
Hughes & Colarik, Predicting the Proliferation of Cyber Weapons in Small States (2016), p. 19
43
Paris Call for Trust and Security in Cyberspace (2018)
44
Barbieri, Darnis, & Polito, Non-proliferation Regime for Cyber Weapons. A Tentative Study (2018), p.
10
45
Hjortdal, China’s Use of Cyber Warfare: Espionage Meets Strategic Deterrence (2011)
42
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starting point for focusing attention on the need for stronger international cybergovernance, its
practical value as an instrument to restrain cyber conflict is modest for (at least) three reasons.
First, as Lucas points out, the [Tallinn] Manual has generally failed to gain support outside the
narrow group of NATO member-states that sponsored it. Second, the [Tallinn] Manual does
not propose or promulgate new international rules for the cyber domain but merely offers an
interpretation of how existing laws may apply.46

6.2 UN resolutions
There is a yearly DISEC resolution Developments in the field of information and
telecommunications in the context of international security. The most recent one47 sets out
guidelines for state activity in regard to cyber space
Furthermore, DISEC passed a resolution in its last session on Advancing responsible State
behaviour in cyberspace in the context of international security48 which requests collaboration
among experts and policy makers.

7 Possible measures
First and foremost, as discussed previously in section 4.1, it is important to find common
definitions that differentiate between various relevant concepts, e.g. cyber war and cyber
terrorism. It is important to establish thresholds between different levels of severity and find a
reference system to determine appropriate cross-domain responses.
On the path towards an ICWC, it will necessary to build trust between members. This follows
the same school of thought as applied to previous non- proliferation treaties. By collaborating
on cyber defense, sharing research and prosecuting black hat hackers, among others,
uncertainties surrounding possible agreements can be diminished.
While it will be impossible to verify if members to a non-proliferation treaty for cyber weapons
are developing them, it is not strictly necessary. Disincentivising can go a long way. Penalising
use of cyber weapons heavily enough to dissuade states from using them will also make them
less willing to develop them, as retaining an arsenal of strong cyber weapons necessitates
considerable constant research funding.
Some scholars argue that a successful agreement requires strong commitment49, experience
from other international treaties has shown, that broad participation is only achievable in the
case of non-binding treaties with limited scope.

8 Questions a resolution must answer
•
•
•

How should cyber warfare and related concepts be defined?
What kind of trust building measures can be taken?
Should an ICWC be negotiated?
o How should it be negotiated
o What kind of provisions should it have?

46

Eilstrup-Sangiovanni, Why the World Needs an International Cyberwar Convention (2018), p. 388
GA resolution 73/L.27 (2018)
48
GA resolution 73/L.37 (2018)
49
Barbieri, Darnis, & Polito, Non-proliferation Regime for Cyber Weapons. A Tentative Study (2018)
47
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•

What responsibilities do states have in regard to the proliferation of cyber weapons?

9 Suggestion for further reading
Why the World Needs an International Cyberwar Convention by Mette Eilstrup-Sangiovanni
(2018) lays out many concepts used in this guide. Furthermore, it outlines how an ICWC could
look like and attempts to rebut the common arguments against an ICWC.
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Topic B – Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces after the
dissolvement of the INF-treaty
Introduction
Our second topic at GöMUN will refer to the future of nuclear delivery technology after the
elapsing INF treaty between the United States of America and the Russian Federation.
Present in the most recent media President Trump accused the Russian Federation of violating
the terms of the treaty which should present intermediate range nuclear missiles, their
development, research and proliferation of the involved parties.
The treaty itself was a centrepiece to the security architecture of the late and post cold war era
in Europe. Now the treaty lasts no more leaving the question about security architecture nearly
40 years after its establishment – not only in Europe but worldwide.
The bilateral world between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics has gone with the collapsing USSR and now in a multilateral world more nations
possessing nuclear delivery technology, some unstable, some rising to global power, each and
everyone involved in a conflict with each other.
Is a new equilibrium of horror ahead?

Historical Background
The now elapsed INF treaty dates to the 1980s, when the former USSR deployed a missile in
Europe, a so-called SS-20, capable of carrying three nuclear warheads. Following that,
tensions grew, and the United States of America installed Pershing II missiles in Europe as
well. Because of their short flight times (approximate 10 minutes), these missiles posed a
special threat to international peace, which is why the US President Ronald Reagan and his
Russian colleague Mikhail Gorbachev agreed upon a ban of these kinds of weapons in 1987.50
The special danger backgrounding this conflict was the dead hand trigger system the USSR
deployed which allowed the fire of soviet’s nuclear arsenal at the United States without human
decisions but only because of computers interpreting radiation and seismic sensors.51
The Object of the treaty are intermediate-range and shorter-range missiles, which in
accordance with Article 2 Number 5 & 6 are defined as missiles with a range between 500 and
5,500 kilometres.52 Main duties of the parties were the elimination of all intermediate-range
and shorter-range missiles as well as abstaining from producing or flight-testing any missiles
any further.53

50

Kramer/Specia, What is the I.N.F. Treaty and Why Does it Matter, New York Times, 1. Feb. 2019.
Ibid.
52
Article 1 & 2 of the INF treaty.
53
Article 4-6 of the INF treaty.
51
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As the Soviet Union dissolved in 1991 the Russian Federation took the legal succession and
the now independent nations Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan became parties as well while
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan did not take part with consent of the other parties.54
Already in 2011, it was criticised that the INF treaty only restricts the United States and the
Russian Federation while other nuclear powers like China are not bound to the treaty.55
Due the time the INF treaty was in force the United States, as well as the Russian Federation,
accused each other of breaking INF rules.56
On 4th December 2018, the foreign ministers of NATO released a press statement officially
finding the Russian Federation guilty of breaking the INF treaty while rehabilitating the United
States.57 Previous to this US President Donald Trump already announced during an election
campaign rally that his country will withdraw because of significant violations of the treaty even
though some assumed that (at least part of) the motive behind this was that China was not
affected by the rules and therefore could develop new weapon systems the US could not
deploy.58 At the same date, the US announced to leave the INF treaty after 60 days if Russia
does not comply with its rules.59 During this period Russian officials said they invited western
diplomats to control the deployed weapon systems but they rejected.60
Without an agreement reached, the United States suspended its obligations under the INF
treaty and provides the written notice to Treaty Parties of its withdrawal.61 On the same day,
Russian President Vladimir Putin announced that his country will suspend the treaty as a
reaction to the US leaving.62
In the aftermath, the US already announced to deploy low flying cruise missile with a potential
range of about 1,000 kilometres and a ballistic missile with a range of roughly 3,000 to 4,000
kilometres with a potential to also hit the Chinese mainland.63
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Kimball/Reif, The Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty at a Glance, Arms Control
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55
Stokes/Blumenthal, Can a treaty contain China’s missiles?, Washington Post, 2. January 2011.
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See for example: Kramer, Russia Calls the New U.S. Missile Defense System a Direct Threat, New
York Times, 12. May 2016; Gordon, Russia Deploys Missile, Violating Treaty and Challenging Trump,
New York Times, 14. February 2017.
57
NATO Press Release (2018) 162.
58
Marcus, President Trump to pull US from Russia missile treaty, BBC, 21. October 2018.
59
Williams, U.S., NATO give Russia 60 days to comply with nuclear pact, NBC News, 4. December
2018.
60
Balmforth/Osborn, Russia takes wraps off new missile to try to save US nuclear pact, Reuters, 23.
January 2019.
61
NATO Press Release (2019) 015.
62
INF nuclear treaty: Russia follows US in suspending pact, BBC, 2. February 2019.
63
Panda, After the INF treaty: US Plans First Tests of New Short and Intermediate-Range Missiles, The
Diplomat, 14. March 2019.
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Key Issues and Threats
The following quote from arms control expert Alexandra Bell sums up the problem of the
suspension of the treaty by Russia and the US very well: We have to think about what the
world looks like with absolutely no constraints of these types of missiles at all.64
Three issues may count as central for further discussion on intermediate-range nuclear
missiles.
The INF treaty was only bilateral
Mentioned above already, the INF treaty was a bilateral agreement between the United States
of America and the Russian Federation. Back in the time of the cold war – Russia and the US
agreed upon the INF treaty in 1987 – this did make sense. But since then, nuclear powers
have risen all around the world. Not only the official nuclear-weapon nations (China, France,
Russia, UK, US) do possess nuclear weapons but also India, Pakistan and most probably
Israel.65 These three nations are not parties to the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT)
Treaty. In 2003, North Korea announced its withdrawal even though it did not leave officially
ever since.66 Iran also is accused of building weapons of mass destruction.67
Tensions between the US and China, but also between India and Pakistan, 68 the conflict
between Israel and Iran cause concern about armed conflicts in a (near/far) future which may
evolve nuclear weapons and those missiles capable of attacking a large area. North Korea
announced the development of a Nuclear Missile able to reach US mainland in 2017. 69
Alongside the newly launched US program to deploy missiles with a range to Chinese mainland
(see above) raise concerns that these developments lead to a new and even more threatening
nuclear arms race.
Even though many would welcome a reestablishment of the INF treaty, this treaty would only
be bilaterally binding the US and Russia while leaving the conflicts and potential armament
threats out of sight.
Expiring START treaty
Just as a side note, the Strategic Arms Reduction (START) treaty between the United States
and the Russian Federation expires in 2021, yet there is the possibility that the parties do not
extend it. The same criticisms about the bilateral character of the agreement are voiced against
the START treaty leaving China and the Iran potential to grow their nuclear capabilities while
the US and Russia are forced to refrain from doing so.70
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The Nuclear Triad
While the INF treaty was only focused on land-based missiles 71 , air- and sea-launched
weapons were not regulated by it although those missiles fly similar distances.72 These types
of weapons are addressed in the New START treaty. 73 Known as the nuclear triad, landlaunched nuclear missiles are only one of three methods to deliver nuclear weapons. The other
two methods are submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) and Strategic Bombers. The
special advantage of several delivering possibilities is to limit the capability of possible enemies
to destroy the nuclear arsenal of a nation by just one strike. As Intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs) are also a method to deliver a nuclear warhead the INF treaty proposed regulation
only on a small size of dangerous delivery methods.74 India75 and China along with the US and
Russia are considered as nuclear triad powers.
The nuclear triad especially became more important due to technological evolution. By now,
sea-launched and air-launched missiles are more likely possible and suitable. In 1987 landlaunched missiles were the main way to deliver nuclear attacks. With that changing, not yet
regulated sectors of nuclear delivery pose threats to international stability.76
In conclusion, the international community will focus on preventing a new and possible more
complex equilibrium of horror in a multilateral yet unordered world.

Actors Involved / Block Positions
Former INF Parties
As stated above the United States already started to re-establish its nuclear capabilities and
deployed intermediate-range missiles. The intention is, for one side, the accused treaty
breaches by the Russian Federation. As described above another main reason to withdraw
from the INF treaty was the unlimited possibility for other nations to deploy and develop
intermediate-range nuclear missiles – especially China.77
The Russian Federation criticized the treaty the same way already back in 2007. The minister
of defence, Sergei Ivanoc, stated back then that the INF treaty was a relic of the Cold War that
will not last forever.78 The following proposal of a global INF treaty failed just one year later.79
In addition to this situation of concurrence also between Russia and China, Russia may seek
to deepen their influence in Europe and react to the US-deployed missile defence system in
the eastern European states which Russia already criticized for breaking the INF treaty.
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Non-Nuclear Nations
Many countries were worried about the end of the INF treaty as they deemed it a centrepiece
for safety during the cold war. Especially European nations worried about the withdrawal
because of the importance of the treaty especially in the aftermath of the collapsing Soviet
Union. Ever since the eastern members of the European Union and NATO became
independent, they were afraid of a Russian assault.80 Nations like Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia
consider it most important to ensure there is not a nuclear-equip Russian Federation at their
border.
In the meantime, Italy has a more complicated relationship with Russia as the Russiansupported Northern League took office in Italians government. Sanctions and other measures
against the Russian Federation will not likely to be seen in Italy.81
Other western European nations widely criticised the withdrawal from the INF treaty afraid of
a new nuclear missile buildup on cost of European security. Sweden’s minister of foreign affairs
tweeted: Trend of less cooperation on disarmament must be reversed and new ways forward
explored.82
Even though the European Nations supported the US withdrawal in NATO.83 They may aim to
save as most as possible of the INF treaty impacts and outcomes while searching for new,
more global possibilities. Germanys chancellor Merkel already proposed the joining of the
Peoples Republic of China in future INF talks.84
Nuclear Nations
This proposal was immediately turned down by the Chinese government, who did not want to
join a multilateral INF treaty as it would be unfairly weaken China’s defence.85 In addition, even
though Peking did not officially give it as a reason, a global treaty/pact against the proliferation
of intermediate-range missiles would need to cover Taiwan, a possessor of such weapons as
well. Including Taiwan in a treaty as a party alongside China would strictly go against China’s
one-country policy.86 By now, 95% of Chinas missiles are in the prohibited range.87
India thinks that Pakistan’s non-subscription to the No-First-Use-Policy directly threats its
national security. In the same time, India conflicts with China in several issues. India opposes
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a global INF-like treaty because it believes to lag Chinas weapon capabilities and does not
want this as a permanent status.88
Same to say about Pakistan with quite similar motives. However, there is doubt if India and
Pakistan are economically and technologically able to participate in a long nuclear arms race.89

Main Measures Already Adopted
While there are many treaties governing the nuclear weapons itself, especially issuing the
proliferation and testing of those weapons of mass destruction. These treaties include the NonProliferation Treaty (NPT), the Partial Ban Treaty (PTBT), the Comprehensive Nuclear-TestBan Treaty (CTBT, not yet entered into force) and the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons (TPNW).
Multilateral agreements established Regional Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zones (NWFZ) in several
regions in the world.

Nuclear Weapons Free Areas90

88
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89
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Conversation, 6. Feb. 2019.
90
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Anyhow on GöMUN the committee shall focus on reducing certain categories of nuclear
weapons, their delivery vehicles and the proliferation. Several bilateral and multilateral treaties
and initiatives seek to reach that goal, such as the Nuclear Suppliers Group, the Missile
Technology Control Regime, the Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation
and the Wassenar Arrangement.91

Possible Measures to be Adopted
The involved parties do have many different interests which – at first view – seem totally
incompatible to each other. However, international community must face the reality, that relying
on the US-Russia bilateral arms control structure is no longer possible. As it was put in the
newspaper: Multilateralising the arms control negotiating process and resulting structure will
avoid a free-for-all nuclear arms race and instead anchor strategic stability in arms control
agreements.92
The fact that by now most treaties regarding delivering technology of nuclear weapons are
bilateral or multilateral ones shows how urgent a universal solution is – and these breaching
times after the withdrawal from the INF treaty may be the chance for the international stage
and especially DISEC.
A global agreement about delivery systems should be discussed during the conference. This
could lead to adopting regulation recommendations about intermediate range nuclear forces.
These regulations anyhow may take into consideration the issues behind the several countries
and their reason to deploy nuclear weapons delivery systems. It could be rather hard to simply
push forward into a non-proliferation and non-INF future without noticing the interests behind
such deploying policies, especially regarding the safety and influence motives.
Furthermore, a measure could take the technological evolution into account. As delivery
systems have become more flexible and shooting techniques from sea and from air are now
easily accessible, only addressing the land-based nuclear missiles as the INF treaty did may
not seem that accurate anymore.

Questions That Should be Addressed in a Final Resolution
Keeping in the mind the limited competences of DISEC (you are not allowed to set up binding
resolutions!) the committee should address at least the following questions in a final resolution:
•
•
•
•
•

How can DISEC prevent new equilibrium of horror?
What are the interests behind nuclear delivery technology armament?
Is there a possibility to implement a working framework which makes nuclear technology
armament unnecessary?
What should a framework include? Which commitments must be taken so every party can
get involved in nuclear disarmament?
Is a fragmentation of nuclear delivery technology treaty regulations the way to go or should
DISEC act for a single worldwide nuclear delivery technology framework?

91
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•

Which nuclear delivery technologies should be addressed by an international
framework/treaties?

Suggested Reading
As you see in the bibliography, I mainly referred to many (and like really many) newspaper
articles. I suggest you take a look into those published during the withdrawal from the United
States of America and the Russian Federation from the INF treaty and its impact on the
respective country you are representing. Further, it’s worth taking a look at the INF treaty and
similar disarmament treaties to get inspiration on how disarmament frameworks are working
and which interests are laid behind them.
INF Treaty, https://www.state.gov/t/avc/trty/102360.htm
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